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This made-in-Singapore app with millions of users is
democratizing music creation
These days, Kuok Meng Ru, the son of palm oil billionaire Kuok Khoon Hong, is flying
high with his fast-growing startup BandLab Technologies.
The BandLab platform, which allows users to create music for free, has seen explosive
growth since it was established about six years ago. This year, it has reached a new
milestone: 30 million registered users.
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The younger Kuok is definitely not an industry outsider. In 2012, he acquired Swee Lee,
a Singapore-based music retailer founded in 1946 that operates across Southeast Asia.
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In 2016, Kuok’s startup made headlines by reportedly plunking down US$40 million

for a 49% stake in the iconic American magazine Rolling Stone. Three years later,
BandLab snapped up British publications New Musical Express (NME) and Uncut.
Even after giving up the Rolling Stone shares in 2019, Kuok’s ecosystem is still thriving
amid the pandemic.

Where it all began
Though Kuok has always enjoyed music, it wasn’t until he moved to the UK to attend
university that he fell in love with it.
“My friends made me listen to… Radiohead’s The Bends until I [learned to] appreciate
it,” he recalls. Eventually, he read about other rock bands like Muse, and The Strokes in
NME and other niche publications.

Music aficionado and entrepreneur Kuok Meng Ru / Photo credit: BandLab

When Kuok finished his studies and returned to Singapore in 2012, Swee Lee was his
point of entry into the local music industry.
“That’s where I bought my first guitar,” a Fender Highway One Stratocaster, he tells
Tech in Asia.
It was through Swee Lee that Kuok met his BandLab co-founder, Steve Skilling, whose
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product, audio mixer JamHub, was being represented by the retailer. They both agreed

that the available tools for music creation were too complicated and costly for most
creators.
The license for a professional digital audio workstation (DAW) – a software like FL
Studio or Ableton that musicians use to record, edit, and produce audio files – can cost
up to hundreds of dollars.
Music creators in the US or UK might be able to justify the purchase of a professional
DAW, but that can be worth an entire month’s salary for creators in emerging markets
like Brazil, the Philippines, or India. Some of these platforms also don’t have mobile
versions or aren’t available on certain operating systems.
BandLab was launched in 2015 to fill this gap in the market, offering a cloud-based
platform unlike most other DAWs.
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It also operates like an all-in-one social network for musicians and their listeners alike,
allowing users to post live updates and share personal photos, among others.
Apart from providing unlimited cloud storage, the startup also has a library called
BandLab Sounds, which showcases thousands of royalty-free loops and samples. A user
can launch real-time collaborative recording sessions with a friend on the other side of
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the planet, then release the song for sale on the platform.

The service has been free from the beginning. “The ultimate vision of BandLab was [to
be] a place where anyone could create music without being constrained by tech or
social barriers,” Kuok explains.

The explosion of the music industry
2020 was an unprecedented year for music. As lockdowns and other measures that
restricted movement were imposed to curb the spread of Covid-19, people were mostly
staying home, and many began rediscovering old hobbies and developing new passions.
For many, the influx of new talent and the emergence of countless new songs are the
pandemic’s best silver lining. This renewed interest in music creation drove millions to
download music creation apps such as BandLab.
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Tech has helped democratize the music industry in many ways. For instance, some
modern music producers and singers have never touched an instrument in their life,
according to Kuok. Instead, they have DAWs like BandLab, synthetic voice banks like
Hatsune Miku and pre-recorded beats supplied by other creators.
These days, any user with a smartphone or computer and earphones can record their
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performances, add a free beat, and publish their works online.

The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry reports that 62.1% of total
music revenue in 2020 was earned through online music streaming via both paid
subscription and ad-supported platforms.
Last year, Spotify paid US$5 billion in royalties to music rights holders, up 151% from
US$3.3 billion in 2017. Modern musicians can also earn money by accepting online
donations or by selling and streaming albums on the platforms of their choice.

Organic growth
Within the first five months of 2020, the number of BandLab users doubled to 18
million users. There are 33 million registered users on BandLab to date, and Kuok
claims that they create over 10 million songs a month.
The app saw significant growth in active users, especially on Apple’s iOS, according to
estimates seen by Tech in Asia. In many countries, it consistently ranks in the top 20
most popular music apps on the App Store over this past year.

“Music has empowered and comforted millions during the
pandemic.”
“We didn’t do heavy outreach or marketing,” Kuok says. “The majority of our growth
this year was organic – a natural result of the pandemic and a few other larger trends.”
BandLab’s competitors in both the social media and DAW spheres are experimenting
with revenue-earning tactics such as subscription fees and paid premium features. But
Kuok is committed to keeping BandLab free, which is possible with the support of
revenues from other businesses within BandLab Technologies.
In addition, BandLab can be used in real time across multiple platforms. Apple’s
GarageBand, BandLab’s main competitor on mobile, is not available for Android users.
Additionally, most DAWs – mobile and otherwise – do not offer real-time editing or
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collaborative features.

“A BandLab user might want to read about their favorite bands and access articles on
NME or MusicTech, then click on a few ads. Or they might be so passionate about
music that they come to Swee Lee to buy a guitar or amp. Either way, when it comes to
BandLab, we focus on user growth and satisfaction, not revenue,” Kuok adds. While
NME is more focused on the pop culture side of things, MusicTech, which BandLab
acquired in 2018, tackles production and innovation.
BandLab’s portfolio also includes AudioStretch, which helps users tweak the speed of
their audio without changing the pitch. The paid app (currently worth US$1.99 on the
App Store) briefly occupied the No. 1 spot on Apple’s music app charts this year.

Users can tweak the speed of their audio files without changing the pitch via BandLab’s AudioStretch. / Photo credit:
BandLab’s blog

BandLab’s growth has been unexpected, enabling the startup to roll out new features
and support independent artists to monetize, according to Kuok.

Built by musicians, for musicians
Amon Wong has witnessed just how rapidly BandLab has grown over the years. “When
I first joined three years ago, there were about 5 million users. Now I am a community
lead with a full-fledged team. Actually, we are the only team in the company where
every single person is a musician.”
To help independent artists monetize, the platform released the BandLab Albums and
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Tip Jar features last year. BandLab also enabled “forkable” tracks, allowing musicians

to add their own creativity to others’ songs.
BandLab’s social media function has attracted independent artists such as songwriter
and rapper Twin, for example. She is the 2019 winner of Tracklanta, one of BandLab’s
biggest community events. Though Twin only uses BandLab to create music or record
once or twice a week, she actually accesses platform to catch up with friends and
acquaintances almost daily.

Users can post albums, videos, recordings, images, and text posts on their BandLab profile. / Photo credit: BandLab

When asked about her use of competing platforms such as Soundcloud – which was
once the status quo among indie musicians – Twin shared: “I do still use Soundcloud to
release my work, but I don’t go on there as often anymore. You tend to encounter bots
more than real listeners.”
She adds, “…I’ve made some really great friends on BandLab.” Twin often shares her
works on BandLab before other streaming sites as a form of giving back to the
community.
As the co-founder of BandLab, Kuok does not mind other industry competitors such as
Ableton, FL Studio, or Logic. As he points out, “Many professional artists switch
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software or use multiple platforms to create a single track.”

Looking ahead, BandLab wants to support both amateurs and seasoned professionals.
As users become more serious about music creation, Kuok hopes that the platform can
grow alongside them.
“Music has empowered and comforted millions during the pandemic,” he says. “We
want to empower these musicians in return.”
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